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A R T I C L E  R E P R I N T

GaN Power Semiconductor Device 
Dynamic Characterization

Introduction
Gallium nitride (GaN) power semiconductor field effect transistors (FET) pose 

difficult design and test challenges due to its higher frequency operation and 

multiple variations of technology. This article discusses how to overcome GaN 

FET dynamic characterization challenges.
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Challenges for GaN FET dynamic testing
There are a few variations in GaN FETs. Typical types are listed 
below.
•
•
•

speed brings about a lot of challenges for testing. Fast dv/dt and di/dt 
triggers ringing or oscillation and deteriorates measurement accuracy. 

shown in Figure 1.

MEASUREMENT

GaN Power Semiconductor  
Device Dynamic Characterization
As we’ve discussed in our last few articles, dynamic characterization of Silicon Carbide 
(SiC) power semiconductor devices poses a lot of design challenges to make repeatable 
and reliable double pulse test solutions. Gallium Nitride (GaN) power semiconductor 

field effect transistors (FET) present even more difficult challenges because of its higher 
frequency operation and multiple variations of technology. In this article, we discuss how 

we overcome the challenges associated with GaN FET dynamic characterization.
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is no commercially available current sensor which has both high 

for capturing current transitions less than 10ns. The Pearson probe 

FETs. This goal is impractical for multiple reasons.  Fast operating 

can remain standard.

Technologies to solve the challenges

the test circuit parasitics is to reduce the test circuit area. Having 
smaller power loops and gate loops effectively reduces the associated 

pulse test results indicate a much lower insertion inductance and su
perior bandwidth compared to other commercially available solutions. 

systems. A solderless contact with minimal parasitics is attainable. 

more repeatable and reliable extractions of the desired switching 
parameters.

function which calibrates various errors for voltage and current mea
surements and for timing misalignment. The same philosophy and 
technology can be applied for the GaN FET testing if the test board 

ments even for GaN FETs.

on

a clamp circuit for Vds

ds voltage (e.g. 

monitor the Vds voltage with much higher resolution (i.e. a standard 
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FET. 
•
• Low insertion inductance current sensor
•
•
• Dynamic Ron measurement using clamp circuit

Keysight’s solution for GaN power FET dynamic testing

for GaN FETs was a big challenge for Keysight. Not only the develop

which stores unique DUT information such as maximum Vgs ds
Id

values to avoid potentially dangerous test conditions and the user can 

tailored board for a GaN eHEMT device.

r and tf
though relatively large gate resistance was used for GIT for this evalu

switching parameter extractions.
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on for GIT. The 
difference in resolutions between the clamped and unclamped Vds 

the Ron measurement. 

The newly developed solderless DUT connection technology also al
lows for temperature measurement and control. This feature provides 
the capability for important temperature dependent measurement as 

provide tailored solutions for each customer. 

Summary

newer power semiconductor devices. Using our measurement sci

test platform. 
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